
Dr. Joa� & th� Nin� Eeveelution�

Pilot: The Lavender Town Underground
Auction house

I walk home after a long day it has been a month since i started Helping
with Darren's business and it was good to be helping Pokemen but it sucks
coming home to an empty house everyday so i am going to go through the
channels and adopt a Pokeboy but i am no trainer and unlike my friend

Darren i won’t hesitate to go through darker methods to get them in my type
of business it’s always good to have connections

I soon make a call as a Doctor specializing in Pokeboy customization as
well as a handful of other useful talents i have met a lot of people who needed to
change their Pokeboys and some of have connections to the shadier auctions i
call up one of these clients and through them i am able to get a ticket to the

Lavender Town Underground auction hall



My trip to Lavender Town was fully paid for by my client and i am
thankful for it i am then led to the underground Auction hall it’s located in a
hidden building and their is a dress code because of course their is before leaving
for the Auction hall i dress in a white suite wearing an Alolamoa themed

Masquerade mask

As the dusk settles i make my way to the escort shuttle for the Underground
Auction i soon see other people dressed similar to myself enter a abandoned bus
station once inside there are several Mienshao Poke boys guardian the place it



takes about two hours for the transportation to arrive i keep silent for the entire
ride

Upon arrival i see that this place is
stunning apparently business has been
good i put on my mask and walk inside
the first room is a parlor full of Audino
Pokeboys dressed in skimpy outfits

serving refreshments i take a glass of wine
but thats all

My client warned me that they tend to
booze up first timers to better steel their money from what i can gather about this
moment is it’s a meet and greet before the main event it’s overall boring some
handsome men approach me looking to score i suppose sadly i gave up on love

after my partner killed themselves due to depression

Darren was kind enough to get me through that event letting me stay with him
after i had lost my house the following year but now i would say i have a
successful business and look at me now getting ready to buy a Pokeboy



I’m soon pulled from my thoughts by a angelic chime soon a man wearing a
Darkrai Mask appears he bows and introduces himself as the Auctioneer

He gives the usual welcoming speel you would expect then he leads us to the
auditorium as i’m about to take my seat an Audino approaches me and says

Audino Pokeboy: excuse me sir since you came here through a frequent Client
you get to be apart of a VIP exclusive auction your free to join the main
auction but the Auctioneer wishes to extend you an advantage so few first timers

have experienced

Joal: hmm let’s give it a shot probably less competition this way

The Audino Pokeboy smiled and soon led me a special room there was a
lone regal seat in the middle of the room with a elegant table beside it the table
had a very distinct container of whine sitting on it as well as a glass i took a
seat in the chair and soon the screen began to clear revealing a runway through
the screen i saw others all around the runway only they were tinted mine was
probably tinted as well soon a voice was heard saying that the auction was

about to begin



Soon Pokeboys walked onto the stage only dressed in large nightgowns each
one turned towards each of the tinted screens a look of pure sadness and

depression on their faces so far all of them were not my type i didn’t even bother
placing a bid but then we came to the final item

The announcer said it was a group bundle soon eight Pokeboys were brought
onto the runway they were all wearing cloaks they all took a knee and didn’t
move with nothing to base this purchase on the bidding really heated up i had to

say i was curious as well i decided why the hell not it’s a group bundle

Joal: $30,000

After that the bidding began to die down i take it these guys weren’t expecting
such a high bid from someone who remained silent the whole time

Potential Buyer: $35.000

I knew this was too easy i decided to pick up the pace

Joal: $65.400

Potential Buyer: $79.999 my final offer



Joal: god Dammit 10.500.00

Auctioneer: sold to the newcomer

Joal: if your wondering where my money comes from i have only two things
to say inheritance and old money

I was soon taken to the Auctioneers office he clapped his hands and told me
that my Pokeboys were in the other room being dressed in travel attire

The Auctioneer then removed his mask and said

Cravis: greetings newcomer i’m Cravis and i rub things around here

I would remove my mask and say

Joal: i’m Doctor Joal and may i ask what did i just purchase

Cravis: we can discuss that in a bit but first i would like to discuss payment



I then pulled out a check for my payment Cravis smiled and cashed it
instantly with his phone

Cravis: well everything checks out the Paperwork is all in order as well your
new Pokeboys have all had there shots and medical check ups and you can

name them whatever you like i just need you to sign this

Cravis soon handed me a series of adoption papers and i happily signed them
Cravis soon led me into the next room and i saw something incredibly rare my
new Pokeboys were all of the Evee line Flareon Jolteon Vaporeon

Sylveon Leafeon Glaceon Umbreon Espeon and a Evee

They each looked absolutely frightened i was actually pretty happy my face
showed no emotion but they were all so cute i was gushing internally

Joal: so how am i to transport all of them to my home i live a good distance
away

Cravis: well your generous donation has earned you the right to my personal
limo go on a Audino will guide you



My nine Pokeboys soon got up and followed close behind me each one of
them was completely silent it worried me i wondered what they thought about all
this soon we made it to the Limo i told the Driver where i lived and we were
off the Nine Evees kept their heads down and it was an awkward ride

I cleared my throat and said

Joal: ok so i just want you all to know that i do not plan on making you all
do anything too risque in fact my plan is too…

The Nine Evees then looked up at me expectantly my face began to feel red i
then continued my sentence

Joal: i plan on making you all my babies when we get to my home i plan on
putting you all through a strict regimen of baby training

The Nine Evees then looked to each other before crawling over to me
practically forming a pile and nuzzling into me purring as they do so

This is the best day of my life….

End of Pilot


